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Searches for lepton-flavor violating 
Higgs boson decays at ATLAS



Today showing two recent ATLAS searches for LVF Higgs decays

H→eτ, μτ 

H→eμ

Introduction & Motivations
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So far, no significant deviations from the Standard Model have been observed in 
experimental measurement for the Higgs sector at the LHC ...  

1. Higgs Yukawa couplings are a fundamentally new type of interactions,  
yet to be studied with the same level of precision as gauge interactions 


2. The fermion mass pattern remains a puzzle yet to be fully explained in the SM


3. Observable sensitive to flavor-violations can give additional information on the 
role of higher-order operator effects on fermion masses


4. LFV decays allowed by several BSM models (2HDMs, composite Higgs, ... )

however ...

The leptonic sector offers particular sensitivity to LFV effects thanks to the smallness 
of lepton Yukawa couplings  

sensible to NP effects suppressed by higher energy scales



Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ
Previous ATLAS results based on Run-1 dataset: BR<1.0% (1.4%) for eτ (μτ)

EPJ C 77 (2017) 70Recently updated with 36.1fb-1 Run-2 dataset @ 13TeV

Signature similar to SM H→𝛕𝛕, with harder momenta for leptons 
and neutrinos collinear to 𝛕  decay products

Baseline Analysis Selection:

‣ single-lepton triggers


‣ opposite-sign leptons l (e,mu) + identified 𝛕 
decaying to different-flavor lepton 𝛕l', or hardonically 𝛕had


‣ veto extra charged leptons and b-jets

‣ specific background rejection cuts

Dedicated Categorization for each lepton-flavor: eτ, μτ 
‣ leptonic vs hadronic 𝛕 decay


‣ VBF-like vs non-VBF topology
4 Signal Regions SR

Background Control Region for the l𝛕lep decay channel 
[separately for VBF / non-VBF]


‣ Top CR:  
at least 1 b-jet [95% purity]


‣ Z→𝛕𝛕 CR:  
pT(leading-lepton)<45GeV [60-80% purity]

4 Control Regions CR

VBF-like

non-VBF-like
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Accepted by PLB on July 13 HIGG-2017-08

http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2015-09/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2017-08/


Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ
Multivariate approach for signal extraction - Boosted Decision Trees BDT

Separately trained for each signal region, with dedicated input variables

‣ 4-momenta of analysis objects

‣ derived variables: invariant/transverse masses, 

angular quantities, typical VBF observables, ... 

Higgs reconstructed invariant mass 
[H→lepton+τ]


highest S/B separation

"MMC" missing mass calculator 
from H→l𝛕l' kinematic constraints

"collinear approximation" mcoll

HIGG-2017-08
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https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2017-08/


Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ

Background
Fraction in  
l𝛕l channel

Fraction in 
l𝛕had channel Modeling

Z→𝛕𝛕 20-35% 45-55%
Shape from MC, 

normalisation 
from CRs

Top 20-55% 1-10%

Misidentified jets 
(W+jets, top, multijet)  
or electrons (Z→ee)

5-25% 25-45% Fully data-driven

Main SM Background Processes

l𝛕l 

Shape from events 
with non-isolated 
leptons; 
normalisation from 
same-sign events

Other backgrounds come from: Z→μμ, diboson, H→ττ, H→WW  
and are modeled by MC simulations constrained to the SM prediction

Background modeling for BDT input variables studied across high-statistics CRs
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H(μ𝛕)

Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ
Simultaneous Profile Likelihood Fit to BDT in SRs and CRs

‣ main systematic uncertainties: misidentified background and jet experimental performance

‣ no significant excess over SM prediction: BR(LFV) consistent with 0 within 1σ
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HIGG-2017-08

H(e𝛕)

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2017-08/


Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ

95% CL upper limit on BR H(e𝛕) H(μ𝛕)

observed 0.47 % 0.28 %

median expected 0.34+0.13-0.10% 0.37+0.14-0.10%

H(e𝛕) H(μ𝛕)

Improvement by a factor of 2 (5) over Run-1 ATLAS results for H→e𝛕 (H→μ𝛕) channel 
Consistent with CMS upper limits quoted with same 13TeV dataset �7

HIGG-2017-08

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIG-17-001/index.html
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2017-08/


Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→eμ
First ATLAS search for LFV Higgs decays in the eμ channel: 140fb-1 Run-2 data @ 13TeV 
(along with H→ee search)

Analysis strategy closely following the H→μμ approach:

‣ single lepton triggers

‣ exactly 1 electron + 1 muon (pT(l1)>27GeV, pT(l2)>15GeV)

Sensitivity increased by split in 8 categories based on S/B:
Low pTl 

15<pT(l2)<27GeV 
enhanced fake-lepton contribution

VBF-like 
|Δη|>3


m(jj) > 500GeV

Central-leptons 
|η(l1,2)| < 1

Forward-leptons 
|η(l1,2)| > 1

Low pTll 

pTll < 15GeV

Medium pTll 

15 < pTll < 50GeV

High pTll 

pTll > 50GeV

⨂) (
Signal extracted from simultaneous binned 

maximum-likelihood fit across the 8 categories of 
the observed m(ll) distribution in the  

110GeV < m(ll) < 160GeV range

‣ veto extra charged leptons and b-jets

‣ specific background rejection cuts
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NEW: submitted to PLB on September 23 
HIGG-2018-58

see Jan Kretzschmar's talk

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2018-58/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/796574/contributions/3375851/attachments/1918118/3172027/JanKretzschmar_ATLAS_LightFermions.pdf


Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→eμ
Narrow mass peak around mH=125GeV separates signal from background

‣ lepton-pair invariant mass described via analytical functions: 

Gaussian+Crystal Ball for signal; Bernstein polynomial for background

‣ main background: Z/ɣ*→ττ→eμ+ν's, top, diboson, W+jets, multijet events

Both searches are statistically limited: dominant systematics come from luminosity, ETmiss soft-term, 
pileup effects, Higgs TH cross-section (and jet energy scale and resolution for VBF-like categories)

Central  
Low pTll VBF
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HIGG-2018-58

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2019-037/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2018-58/


Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→eμ

H(ee) H(eμ)

No evidence of lepton-flavor violating Higgs decays in the (eμ) channel 
(and no significant evidence of H→ee decays)

95% CL  
BR upper limit H(ee) H(eμ)

observed 3.6 · 10-4 6.1 · 10-5

expected 3.5 · 10-4 5.8 · 10-5

BRbest-fit(H→eμ)
0.4 ± 2.9 (stat.) ± 0.3 (syst.) · 10-5

Considerable improvement over  
CMS Run-1 BR(eμ) upper limit  at 3.5 · 10-4
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HIGG-2018-58

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269316305706?via%3Dihub
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2019-037/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2018-58/


Conclusions and Outlook
Lepton-flavor violation searches in Higgs decay at ATLAS: Higgs→eτ, μτ, eμ

‣ H→eτ,μτ important systematic uncertainties,  
control over misidentified backgrounds and hadronic jets

No significant signs of LFV 
in Higgs decays so far...
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Looking forward towards Run-3 and HL-LHC data!

[Higgs→lepton+τ now only covering ~1/3 of Run-2 LHC statistics]

‣ H→eμ statistically limited, moving to larger dataset critical (Run-3 → HL-LHC)


‣ lepton sector remains highly sensitive to LFV thanks to small Yukawa couplings: 
important direction to investigate the flavor puzzle of the SM



Thanks for your attention!



BACK-UP
(All public ATLAS Higgs results are available here)

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/HiggsPublicResults


Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ

vs SM Htautau

vs ttbar / top

vs Z(mumu)

vs W+jets

vs misidentified bkg
vs ttbar / top

vs misidentified bkg



Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ



Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ



Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ



Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ

‣ uncertainty on individual FFs estimate (stat. term quite relevant)


‣ uncertainty on estimate of Rqcd from data


‣ stat. unc. in anti-ID region (where FFs are applied)



Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ



Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ



Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→eμ



Limits from low-energy measurements
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1209.1397

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1209.1397.pdf


Limits from low-energy measurements
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Flavor violating contributions 
from the Higgs-tau loop:

Requires the non-diagonal mu-tau Yukawa to be 
3-4 larger than the diagonal tau Yukawa term, 

tension with limits from tau->mu+gamma

Possible explanation from enhanced flavor-conserving coupling of muon to Higgs boson (x 280), 
already ruled out by LHC direct searches



Beyond LHC ...
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Briefing Book for the 2020 European Strategy Particle Physics Update

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2691414/files/Briefing_Book_Final.pdf


HL-LHC projections
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H(μμ)



Higgs Lepton Flavor Violation
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Higher dimensional operators affecting 
lepton masses, involving Higgs field

Resulting lepton mass and Higgs coupling 
matrices misaligned in flavor space Flavor violation mediated by Higgs boson

Higgs-dependent Yukawa interactions

Lepton mass matrix

Higgs coupling matrix

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1111.1715.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1111.1715.pdf


CMS: Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→eμ
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BR(H→eμ)<0.036%
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CMS:Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ
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CMS:Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ



95% CL upper limit on BR H(e𝛕) H(μ𝛕)

observed 0.61 % 0.25 %

median expected 0.37 % 0.25 %

CMS BR upper limit: from 35.9/fb @ 13TeV Run-2 dataset HIG-17-001 

CMS:Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIG-17-001/index.html
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CMS:Lepton-flavor violation in Higgs→lepton+τ
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Run-1


